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Response to Zhu et al.
To the Editor: We welcome this important discussion on
the merits of linkage-disequilibrium (LD)-based binning
in genome-wide association studies (GWASs). Although
Zhu et al. raise valid issues, they also make conclusions
that might underestimate the importance of our find-
ings1 and misguide the reader into disregarding useful
information.
The relevance of LD to association studies is uncontrover-
sial. It is an underlying feature of the genome and describes
how SNPs and genes correlate. Specifically, as the same
authors have previously acknowledged, ‘‘an associated
SNP.[might] represent LD between a common tagging
SNP and true causal variant.’’2 Uncovering the true source
of the association requires further work. It might lie in
a different gene and be more than 1 Mb away.3 Given that
‘‘the usefulness of binning-based methods’’ is not in ques-
tion here, assigning SNPs to genes by LD-based methods
is a legitimate approach. LDsnpR is a tool that facilitates
this assignment by using a reference population (e.g.,
HapMap) to ‘‘rescue’’ critical information that was lost
during the design (e.g., array) and/or analysis (e.g., quality
control) of the GWAS. In our paper, we illustrate how
ignoring this information might result in the misinterpre-
tation of GWAS findings and compromise follow-up anal-
yses by implicating the wrong gene(s).
A consequence of reintroducing the LD information,
as Zhu et al. also indicate, is that the number of SNPs
assigned to multiple genes increases. Contrary to Zhu
et al., however, we argue that restricting the association
signal to one gene on the basis of that SNP’s position is
inadequate. The wrong gene(s) might be taken forward
for further study, the wrong list of genes might be
submitted for pathway analysis, or replication between
studies might be missed. The example that Zhu et al.
present, in which two independent studies identify the
same set of genes by using the LD-based binning
approach, should not be dismissed as a mere artifact of
LD. One study might identify a SNP(s) mapping, by posi-
tion, to one gene, whereas the other study might identify
another SNP(s) mapping, by position, to a different gene.
When LD is incorporated, however, it could be revealed
that these two SNPs are in LD with SNPs in a common
gene(s)—a scenario that might be caused by allelic hetero-
geneity, population structure, or sampling differences in
allele frequencies.4,5
Thus, it is partially misleading of Zhu et al. to conclude
that LD-based binning has ‘‘a negative impact on subse-
quent genetic and functional studies’’ when what should
be addressed is the limited ability of current gene- and
pathway-based methods to handle the correlation struc-
ture of the genome. Recently, even permutation-based
methods, which have been considered the ‘‘gold standard’’
for accounting for LD, have been challenged.6 Although
we provide support for our gene-scoring approach,1 weThe Americanalso acknowledge the need for methods that more appro-
priately account for the correlation of SNPs within a gene
and the correlation between genes. This is critical not
only for LD-based binning but also for positional binning,
particularly in the context of imputation, fine mapping,
and sequencing. Progress toward this has already begun
with the realization of new gene scores6 and, in partic-
ular, the development of a novel pathway-analysis tool,
INRICH,7 which accepts multiple alternative genes for
a given association signal. LDsnpR is being further devel-
oped to include or to be more compatible with these novel
approaches. In the meantime, it remains a useful tool that
incorporates LD information to aid in the interpretation of
GWAS signals.
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Mapping
To the Editor: In a recent article1 in the American Journal of
Human Genetics, the authors reported the use of scan statis-
tics for identifying a cluster of variants associated with
autism. We applaud the authors for their careful work
but would like to point out that scan statistics as amapping
tool are not new in human genetics.
Although scan statistics have been known since the
1960s (Joseph Naus, ‘‘father of the scan statistic’’2), the first
idea for their use in human genetics was based on the ob-
servation that true peaks in linkage scans tend to be wider
than false peaks.3 It was this idea that prompted us to intro-
duce scan statistics into human gene mapping.4 For this
scenario, it was shown that the power gain of scan statistics
over usual LOD-score analysis is small.5 However, it has
been noted that in the presence of multiple susceptibility
variants within a short region, scan statistics can greatly
improve power.6 It was this latter situation that the authors
addressed in their article1 and that had previously promp-
ted us to implement the scan-statistics approach in a freely
available computer program, scanstat, which has been on
ourwebsite formanyyears. Twenty years ago, scan statistics
were also proposed for sequence analysis.7
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Society of Human Genetics. All rights reserved.Response to Ott and HohTo the Editor: We thank Ott and Hoh for pointing out
additional references with regard to the use of scan statis-
tics in genetics. We would like to take this opportunity to
clarify some points about our approach.
We note that scan statistics are a broad class of
methods for identifying clusters of events in time and/orspace and that they have applications to many fields,
including astronomy, epidemiology, and genetics.1 At the
core of these approaches lies the definition of an appro-
priate scan statistic that differs from context to context.
It is relevant to point out here that the scan statistic
used in Karlin and Brendel2 was designed for assessing
deviation in sequence-marker spacing (e.g., residue
spacing in some protein sequences) from a specified
theoretical distribution, i.e., the uniform distribution.er 2, 2012
